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Increasing the efficiency of high-order harmonic generation using counterpropagating laser pulse
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We present results of computer simulations showing dramatic increases in the production and intensity of
high-order harmonics~in the cutoff region! produced by 20-fs pulse with counterpropagating pulse in rare
gases. Using two different models for the gas medium~i.e., classical anharmonic oscillators representing Ne,
Ar, Kr and quantum oscillators representing Ne1, Ar1, Kr1), we demonstrate an efficiency increase of four
and six orders of magnitude for the respective models. This suggests a notable improvement over other
methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-order harmonic generation~HHG! by a strong laser
field in gaseous media~see, for example, Refs.@1–4#! is an
attractive source of coherent extreme ultraviolet and x-
radiation. However, the efficiency of converting the ener
of the driving laser pulse into high harmonics is at best 1028

in the 20-nm range, and below 10210 in the 10-nm range
@5,6#. In an effort to increase the efficiency, HHG has be
studied in a variety of media under a wide range of drivi
laser parameters~see, for example, Refs.@1–9#, and refer-
ences therein!. Significant improvements to the efficiency o
HHG can be made by decreasing the laser-pulse dura
@2–4# and by designing laser-pulse temporal profiles to
hance the atomic response@9#. Nevertheless, the efficiency o
converting laser field energy into high harmonics is limit
in large measure by phase mismatches@5,10–13#.

Tamakiet al. @14# demonstrated a 40-times increase in t
conversion efficiency of harmonic orders near the 49th~in
the cutoff region! by exploiting phase matching in a sel
guided beam. Recently, Tempeaet al. @15# proposed a
mechanism of nonadiabatic self-phase matching to enha
HHG above 1 keV by as much as four orders of magnitu
The nonadiabatic self-phase-matching scheme is expecte
work predominantly for wavelengths in x-ray regime pr
duced with very short laser-pulse durations~5 fs! at rela-
tively high peak intensities (I 051.531016 W/cm2) @15#.

Theoretical analysis has demonstrated that quasip
matching@16# based on a modulated density of neutral a
ionized gases@10,13# has the potential to improve the con
version efficiency of HHG by about two orders of magnitu
@10#. This can compensate for geometrical phase m
matches. However, this cannot deal with index-related ph
mismatches, assuming them to be inseparably assoc
with the density modulation. Furthermore, the manipulat
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of the atomic density to create sufficiently precise structu
in a gas density distribution poses some technical challen

An alternative approach to quasiphase matching of H
was proposed in Ref.@11#. Rather than attempting to modu
late spatially either the density of the atomic medium or
density of free electrons, counterpropagating light pul
~CPP! can be used to disrupt the harmonic production
selected zones with undesirable phase. The remaining z
then constructively interfere, and overall harmonic produ
tion increases. The CPP-based quasiphase matching of H
was studied@11# for a simple phenomenological model o
HHG and relatively weak counterpropagating light~one hun-
dredth the intensity!. No attempt was made to investigate th
nonlinear dynamics of the medium polarization and its eff
on propagation and reshaping of the driving pulse in the fi
of the CPP.

In this paper we present numerical investigations of
nonlinear dynamics~including the HHG process! of colliding
laser pulses with equal peak intensities. The numerical d
that is reported represent exact solutions to self-consis
equations, namely, Maxwell’s equations associated with
laser fields and model equations representing the gas
media. The latter consists of ensembles of~1! classical an-
harmonic oscillators@17# representing the behavior of neutr
atoms and~2! two-level quantum oscillators associated wi
the fine structure of the ground state of their ions@18#. The
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation has often been em
ployed to study HHG@19,20# ~requiring significant compu-
tational resources! where the Hamiltonian is applied to
model atom under the single-active electron approximati
However, a number of simplified models such as the cla
cal anharmonic oscillator@7,17#, two-level systems associ
ated with direct transitions@21#, or two-level systems asso
ciated with Raman transitions@18#, give results that are
qualitatively similar to those of the more exact calculatio
@19,20#. It was recently shown@22# that an ionizing two-level
system, in which the ionized population is treated as class
particles moving inside the electric field, gives results th
©2002 The American Physical Society23-1
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are in reasonable agreement with results obtained from i
grating the Schro¨dinger equation@19,20#.

The results obtained by solving the time-depend
Schrödinger equation and the time-dependent Hartree-F
equations@23# at intensities significantly above 1014 W/cm2

showed that ions can emit harmonics with much higher or
than neutrals. The theoretical model for HHG based
stimulated electronic Raman scattering~SERS! associated
with the fine structure of singly ionized noble gases w
studied@18# and shown to be in reasonable agreement w
known attributes of HHG. In any case, the results presen
in this paper do not depend sensitively on the model of
medium. We have studied HHG with single pulses as wel
with CPP, using the two different models mentioned abo
We show that both models give qualitatively similar resu
in the presence of CPP. The similarities include an incre
in the number of harmonics~i.e., the intensity of the highes
harmonics increases by several orders of magnitude! accom-
panied by a decrease in intensities of lower harmonic ord

II. CLASSICAL ANHARMONIC OSCILLATORS AND HHG
WITH CPP

A. Maxwell’s equations in one-dimension representing the
laser field

We begin with Maxwell’s equations in one-dimensio
~1D!, which describe the laser field polarized linearly in thex
direction and propagating in thez direction. Written in
Gaussian units, the equations take the form

1

c

]Ex

]t
52

]Hy

]z
2

4p

c

]P

]t
;

1

c

]Hy

]t
52

]Ex

]z
, ~1!

where, for the first model for the medium~noble gas atoms
represented as classical anharmonic oscillators!, the polariza-
tion is P52Natomeq, Natom is the density of atoms,2e is
the electronic charge, andq is the displacement from equ
librium of an electron within an individual atom. The anha
monic oscillator equation corresponding to a centrosymm
ric medium@7,17,24# is

q̈1Gq̇1vao
2 q52emeEx~ t,z!2bq3, ~2!

whereG is a damping term,vao is a characteristic frequency
and b is the parameter of anharmonicity. For the model
HHG based on Eq.~2! with a laser pulse having frequenc
v, the ratiov/vao is considered to be of the order of 0
@17#, corresponding to the typical ratio between the pho
energy of a terawatt laser~usually Ti:sapphire!, and the ion-
ization potential of a noble gas. It should be noted, tha
this paper we avoid relativistic intensities (1018 W/cm2),
and thus the influence of the magnetic field on HHG may
neglected.

B. Results of the anharmonic oscillator model for the medium

We integrate Eq.~2! using standard fourth-order Rung
Kutta algorithms. The spectra of HHG that we obtained
similar to the results of the analogous model under sim
conditions @17#. However, the influence of the laser-pul
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propagation on the HHG process and its relation to collec
phase-matching effects was not studied in Ref.@17#. The
numerical integration of 1D Maxwell’s equations~1! was
performed using well-known algorithms@25#.

We have numerically solved the self-consistent coup
Eqs.~1! and~2! for different durations and intensities of las
pulses. We found that the model shows a rise in the e
ciency of HHG with decreasing laser-pulse duration. The
results are in qualitative agreement with experimentally
served properties of HHG, as well as with the known beh
ior of other models~see, for example, Refs.@17,26#!. Be-
cause one of the ways to increase the efficiency of HHG i
decrease the laser-pulse duration@2–4#, we use as an initial
pulse envelope a Gaussian with durationt0520-fs full width
at half maximum~FWHM!. Such 20-fs pulses from a Ti:sap
phire laser~wavelengthl;800 nm), contain only eight op
tical cycles FWHM.

Figure 1~a! shows the high harmonic spectrum associa
with the 20-fs pulse passing through a 6-mm medium with
Natom5431018 atoms/cm3. The initial intensity of the pulse
was chosen to beI 051.631014 W/cm2. In Eq. ~2! we used
as the parameter of anharmonicityb5231035 (Å s)22,
which has been obtained for Kr based on experimental e
mates@7#. The ratio between the laser frequency and
natural frequency of the oscillators was chosen to
v0 /vao50.1, and the damping parameter was set to z
(G50). The spectrum in Fig. 1~a! exhibits the characteristic
cutoff near the 35th harmonic. So-called ‘‘hyper-Rama
peaks are observed to the sides of harmonics with ord
higher than seven. The hyper-Raman peaks in the harm
spectra, exhibited in both the classical anharmonic oscilla
and quantum oscillator case, were discussed in Ref.@17# ~and
references therein! and shown to be connected with dynam
cal coherence effects. Figure 1~b! shows the high harmonic
spectrum generated by the same pulse when it passes thr
the medium in the presence of a 160-fs counterpropaga
pulse with the same peak intensity. A comparison of Fi

FIG. 1. Amplitude spectra vsv/v0 of the 20-fs FWHM Gauss-
ian pulse,l5800-nm fundamental, of peak intensity 1.631014

W/cm2, passed 6mm in medium Duffing anharmonic oscillator
with Natom5431018 atoms/cm3, v0 /vao50.1, and the paramete
of the anharmonicityb5231035 (Å s)22 typical for Kr ~a! without
using the 160-fs FWHM Gaussian counterpropagating pulse and~b!
with using one.
3-2
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1~a! and 1~b! reveals that the CPP alters radically the sp
trum of the 20-fs pulse:~1! The maximum harmonic photo
energy increases by more than 60%„the 39th harmonic is the
maximum order when the CPP is not used@Fig. 1~a!#, and the
65th harmonic is the maximum order when the CPP is u
@Fig. 1~b!#…. ~2! The amplitude of higher harmonics increas
~for instance, the amplitudes of the 39th and 37th harmon
are increased by two orders of magnitude, that is, the in
sities of these harmonics are increased by four orders
magnitudes!. ~3! The amplitude of the lower harmonics d
creases. We performed computer simulations for differ
durations of the CPP, although Fig. 1~b! shows only the re-
sult with a 160-fs CPP. A longer CPP is able to interact w
the forward-traveling pulse over a comparatively longer d
tance. Our simulations show that if the duration of the CPP
decreased, HHG in the direction of the CPP increases w
the efficiency of HHG from the 20-fs pulse falls. The latter
easy to understand since a decrease in the duration o
CPP leads to increased HHG from that pulse~traveling op-
posite to the propagating 20-fs pulse!. At the same time, the
interaction length for both pulses is shortened, decreasing
efficiency of converting the 20-fs field into high harmonic
One might expect a further rise in the efficiency of HH
from the 20-fs pulse by increasing the CPP duration ind
nitely. However, calculations, which take into account io
ization and the influence of the resulting plasma on pu
propagation~see Sec. IV!, indicates that coherence length
for many of high-order harmonics are less than the inter
tion length set up by a 160-fs CPP.

III. HHG AT THE FINE STRUCTURE OF SINGLY
IONIZED NOBLE GASES AND USING CPP

It is well known that at intensities of the order ofI 0
;1014 W/cm2 and higher ~with wavelength;800 nm),
ionization of noble gases occurs on every half optical cy
of the field via a tunneling process. For example, at an
tensity of 331014 W/cm2, approximately half of the argon
atoms present are ionized by the peak of the 27-fs pulse@26#.
In addition, Krauseet al. @23# suggested that at intensitie
higher than 1014 W/cm2 ions may contribute significantly to
the harmonic spectra.

A. Fine structure of singly ionized noble gases as a two-level
system for SERS and HHG

Next we turn to a model for HHG, which is based o
SERS@18# associated with the fine structure of singly io
ized noble gases. SERS can be realized on transitions
tween fine-structure2P3/2-

2P1/2 levels of the Ne1,Ar1,
Kr1,Xe1 ions. For example, in Ne1 the ground state2P3/2
and the neighboring excited state2P1/2 form a two-level sys-
tem, where the frequency transition isV/(2pc)
5780.4 cm21. The transitions are forbidden by parity in th
electrodipole approximation for a one-quantum process
permitted for a two-quantum process such as SERS.
other levels are far removed fromD.217047 cm21 @27#. A
similar situation exists for the ions of the other noble gas
Seeing that a 20-fs pulse has a spectral bandwidth in
range of 1668 cm21 the transition frequencyV is easily
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contained within the spectrum of the pulse, i.e., its freque
range contains a continuous set of components that are c
parable in amplitude and satisfy the condition of the Ram
resonance. This allows effective stimulated Raman s
scattering~SRSS! @18#. The frequencyV is much less than
the central frequencyvo of the initial laser-pulse fieldE. The
average value of polarizability iŝa&5Sp(ar) and the dif-
ference of the level populations isw5r222r11, wherea is
the operator of polarizability of the medium, andr is the
density matrix, which are described by the equations@18,28#

]2^a&

]t2
1

2

T2

]^a&
]t

1V2^a&52ua12u2
V

\
E 2w, ~3!

]w

]t
1

~w2wo!

T1
5

1

\V
E 2S ]^a&

]t
1

^a&
T2

D , ~4!

whereua12u is a value of the matrix element of the polari
ability corresponding to the Raman transition with frequen
V. The parameterT2 is the dephasing time or the time o
Raman coherence, andT1 is the time of population relax-
ation. Since we will consider coherent interactions only (t0
!T2 ,T1), we can neglect the terms related to the relaxat
times and in Eqs.~3! and ~4!. The nonlinear dipole momen
related to SRSS isd5aE. In this case, the nonlinear contr
bution to the polarization of the medium is given byP
5Nion^a&E, whereNion is the number density of noble ga
ions present. The 1D Maxwell’s equations~1! together with
the expressions for the polarization~3! and ~4! ~describing
the medium as an ensemble of the two-level oscillators un
two-quantum Raman-type transitions! forms a system of
self-consistent equations for the second model investiga
in this paper.

B. Results for the fine-structure model of ionized media

The results of our computer simulation for this model a
shown in Fig. 2. The initial pulse and CPP have the para
eters identical to those used for the anharmonic oscilla
model used above. The 20-fs pulse passed through the s
6-mm distance in medium withNion5331018 ions/cm3. A
lower limit for the matrix elementua12u of the polarizability
can be estimated from experimental data on multiphoton i
ization in noble gases. For example, in experiments@29# with
initial pulsest051 ps and intensitiesI o;1013 W/cm2 an
effective change in the population of the states2P3/2
and 2P1/2 in Kr1 ions was observed. This means that t
corresponding two-photon Rabi frequency can be estima
as V2phR@1/t0. If we take into consideration tha
ua12u;V2phR\(c/I o) @21# for V2phR5331012 s21 and I o
;1013 W/cm2 @29# we obtain ua12u;10224 cm3. We used
this valueua12u in the calculations illustrated in Figs. 2 and
Qualitatively, the results shown in Fig. 2 are similar to tho
exhibited by the anharmonic oscillator model, but with
somewhat more dramatic effect:~1! we see an increase in th
maximum harmonic order of more than two times„the 39th
harmonic is the maximum when the CPP was not used@Fig.
2~a!#, and the plateau cutoff is in the region of the 85
harmonic when the CPP was used@Fig. 2~b!#…; ~2! the am-
3-3
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I. P. PROKOPOVICHet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 053823
plitude of higher harmonics~for instance, the 39th and 37th!
increases by about three orders of magnitude, that is,
intensities of these harmonics increase by about six orde
magnitude;~3! the amplitude of the lower harmonics~up to
23rd! decreases. It is seen that the efficiency of HHG for
quantum oscillators~see Fig. 2! is significantly higher than
that for the anharmonic oscillator model~see Fig. 1!. This is
easy to understand in view of the fact that in the class
anharmonic oscillator@Eq. ~2!# the third-order nonlinearity is
taken into account only, and in the Eqs.~3! and ~4! for the
two-level system all the higher-order nonlinearities are
tained automatically@the difference of the level population
w is the intensity-dependent function described in Eq.~4!#.

FIG. 2. Amplitude spectra vsv/v0 of the 20 fs pulse, with the
same parameters as in Fig. 1, passed under SERS at the fine
ture, V/v050.1, of ions withNion5331018 ions/cm3, and ua12u
510224 cm3 ~a! without using the 160-fs counterpropagating pu
and ~b! with using one.

FIG. 3. Amplitude spectra vsv/v0 of the 20-fs pulse~a! with
peak intensity 3.231014 W/cm2 without CPP,~b! with peak inten-
sity 6.431014 W/cm2 without CPP, ~c! with peak intensity 1.6
31014 W/cm2 after interreaction with the same CPP. All param
eters of the medium are the same as in Fig. 2.
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C. HHG using CPP vs HHG using single pulses

To demonstrate that these effects cannot be obtained
simply raising of the intensity of the 20-fs pulse taken alon
we performed computer simulations, using the model for
quantum oscillators, for a single 20-fs pulse with initial i
tensity twice and four times as large as that in Fig. 2. T
exceeds, on average, the intensity of the combined pul
the forward and the counterpropagating pulses used to
erate Fig. 2. All parameters regarding the medium are
same ones as used for Fig. 2. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the
spectra~in the cutoff region! generated by the single 20-f
pulse with different intensities passing through the same
dium as in Fig. 2. Figure 3~c! shows the result of a lower
intensity pulse that encounters an identical CPP. As see
Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!, the amplitude of the lower-order harmon
ics ~up to 33rd! are higher from a pulse with quadruple
intensity I 056.431014 W/cm2, but, at the same time, th
amplitude of the higher-order harmonics~beyond 33rd! are
lower in amplitude than those from the pulse and identi
CPP pair~each atI 051.631014 W/cm2). For instance, the
amplitude of the 43rd harmonic@in the case of Fig. 3~c! as
opposed to Fig. 3~b!# is higher by an order of magnitude
That is, the intensity of that harmonic is higher by two orde
of magnitude. In addition, as is clear from the Fig. 3, the u
of the CPP allows us to reach higher photon energies@the
43rd harmonic is the maximum order in the case~b!, and the
61st harmonic is the maximum order in the case~c!#.

D. Plasma and coherent lengths

Finally, we have calculated the effect of plasma on t
coherence length of the interaction. We used as an estim
for the ion density 331018 ions/cm3. Taking the density of
free electrons to be the same, the electron plasma frequ
is vp59.7531013 s21. In this case, for the 39th harmoni
(l39;20.5 nm) the coherence lengthLe57.6 mm, and for
the 61st harmonic (l61;13 nm) the coherence lengthLe
;5 mm (Lc52/( jk12kj ). The wave number of the jth har
monic is given bykj5@12(vp /v j )

2#1/2v j /c). These coher-
ence lengths are in the neighborhood of the propagation
tance of 6 mm used to generate Figs. 1, 2, and 3 for t
20-fs pulse.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have shown, using two different models of media
classical anharmonic oscillators~for Ne,Ar,Kr! as well as
quantum oscillators~for Ne1,Ar1,Kr1)—that the use of
counterpropagating pulses leads to an increase in the ge
ating efficiency of the highest harmonics by as much as f
orders of magnitude. This also permits much higher pho
energies. The CPP causes an increase in amplitude of hi
harmonics and a simultaneous decrease in amplitude
lower harmonics. This attribute is common to both the cl
sical and quantum models. A single pulse with higher init
intensity~e.g., four times to accomplish the same peak int
sity and higher one, on average! is unable to match the ef
fect. The effect occurs when the medium is relatively sh
~i.e., 6 mm), and manifests itself most strongly when th

ruc-
3-4
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INCREASING THE EFFICIENCY OF HIGH-ORDER . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 053823
quantum oscillator model is used. This is not surprising si
that model retains automatically all of the higher-order no
linearities. The results show a dependence on the dura
and interaction length of the pulses.

The interference between the driving and counterpro
gating pulses induces a united wave field. This superposi
field has a steeper field gradient than the 20-fs pulse by its
The field of the 20-fs driving pulse, which contains on
eight optical cycles FWHM with an initial Gaussian env
lope, is reshaping more strongly~at its front and tail! during
the interaction with the counterpropagating pulse, than i
case of longer driving pulse. Recently, Bartelset al. @9# dem-
onstrated experimentally, using;20-fs (l;800 nm) pulses
with peak intensity;231014 W/cm2, that a very slight
temporal reshaping of the driving pulse can dramatically
fluence the harmonic radiation, increasing the intensities
the higher harmonics@25th,27th~by an order of magnitude!,
29th,31st# while suppressing the intensities of the lower h
monics. They found this effect to be very general, occurr
over a wide range of parameters and in different noble ga
Their work illustrates significant differences between lo
order nonlinear processes~second-, third-harmonic genera
tion! and high-order processes such as HHG, which are
herently nonperturbative. No CPP was used in their work

Counterpropagating light was used in recent experime
with a 30-fs driving pulse@30#, where it was shown that a
relatively weak~60 times less intense! 1-ps counterpropagat
ing pulses can disrupt or boost, high-harmonics genera
by as much as two orders of magnitude, depending o
position of gas jet relative to the laser focus. T
300-mm-diameter gas nozzle was positioned at the collis
point of the two pulses. The authors interpreted the result
framework of a simple model of quasiphase match
@11,31#. In contrast, the conditions studied in the pres
work are quite different from the conditions used in R
@30#. The observed effects are also qualitatively differe
The effect studied here occurs when the medium is relativ
short ;6 mm. Using the results from Ref.@12# and taking
into account the parameters used in this paper, one can
that phase mismatches should not be important, including
geometrical mismatches and mismatches due to the dis
sion of neutral atoms and free electrons~as noted above re
garding plasma and coherent lengths!. For instance, for the
y

C.

.
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61st harmonic, the coherence length relating to geometr
mismatches isLgeo;1 mm. Also, our numerical experi
ments indicate that the enhancement effect strongly dim
ishes if the propagation distance of the driving pulse in m
dium is more than the interaction length (Lint524 mm) of
the driving ~20-fs! and counterpropagating~160-fs! pulses.
Our investigations show that when the intensity of the co
terpropagating pulseI cpp decreases, the effect falls off an
disappears altogether by the timeI cpp is a factor of 10 less
than the intensity of the driving pulse. By comparison, f
the work Ref.@30# the counterpropagating intensityI cpp was
even much less~60 times less!.

The initial parameters of the driving pulse in our work a
close to those used by Bartels’et al. @9#. Moreover, our work
exhibits the redirection of energy into higher harmonics,
qualitative agreement with their experimental results@9#.
Nevertheless, the results differ significantly in that th
laser-atom interaction was modified through a pulse-shap
unique technique designed to optimize HHG, whereas
modified the laser-atom interaction using counterpropaga
pulse. Our numerical experiments show that a counterpro
gating pulse~with the intensity that equal to the drivin
pulse! permits the redirection of energy into the higher ha
monics. This takes place in a relatively short propagat
distance ~about the space length~at FWHM! of driving
pulse!.

The results presented here depend strongly on the s
of electromagnetic field and on the propagation distance,
dicating that the effect exhibits properties of a coherent
teraction. These properties and their physical interpreta
are understood in terms of the self-consistent solution
scribing the interaction between the ensemble of atoms
the electromagnetic field, taking in account propagation. T
is fundamentally different than a simple sum of the emiss
from individual atoms stimulated by a prescribed field. T
quantitative properties of the effect are obtained only
means of a proper quantum description of the medium, t
ing into account all essential nonlinearities.
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